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COEMRY : USSR

SUBJECT : AHTTLIR COLIZCTION: "The Question of Fire Control
of Missile Artiliery"

DATE OF INFO, 1958

APPRAISAL OF
CGITE Docunentary

SOUEE A reliable source (B)

Folloring is a verbatim translation of an article entitled "The
Question of Fire Control of Missile Artiller" vbich appeared in
Issue No. 46, 1958 of the Soviet military publication Information
Collectioa of the Artillery aforatsionn SbornikAti . This
pubication is classified OrP REC by the Soviets and originates
vith the Artillery Beadquerters of the Ministry of Defense. According
to its preface, it is designed for generals and officers from Comander
of artillery of a corps, comanding officer of an artillery division
(ccemanding officer of an engineer brigae), and higher.
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The Question of Fire Control
of Missile Artillery

The employment of missile artillery in a moden operatim ensures
the destruction of the enemy in tb entire depth of his operational
formation and, just as in the employment of atomic and heavy rocket
artillery, it depends largely on its skilful use in an operation, on
the preparation for firing, and ca fire control.

The control of fire of missile artillery includes the carrying
out of the followig measures: the determination of the position and
natu.re of targets, the planning of fire, the organisation of cemunica-
tions, the assignment of fire missions, geodetic and meteorological
preparation, tecbnical preparation for firing, the siting (opredeleniye)
of launchers for firing, the organization of adjustment and the
checking of the results of firing, and a neber of other things.

In this article, from the large ntmber of problems of fire
control enumerated, recm=endations are examined as a matter of dis-
dtssion concerning the assignment of fire missions to missile artillery
and the organization of adjustment and checking of the results of firing.

Missile artillery is used for destroying important sad large
objectives in the eneay's tactical and operational depth which bave

a strong antiaircraft defense (PV'0) system, and which are out of the
range of fire of conventional and heavy rocket artillery. For
delivering mass strikes against especially important objectives,
missile a.-tillery can be used independently or cabined with bcdbr
aircraft and other means of destruction.

Depending on the nature of the target (objective) and tiring
conditions, issile artillery can carry out the following fire missions:

- the .destruction of personnel and combat equipment;
- the neutralization of personnel ad' combat euopment;
- the destruction of military and military-industrial objectives;
- harassment of troops, hindering the. from egnstructing defensive

works, and also stopping work in military and military-industrial
installations.

Destruction and demolition missions, as a rule, are performed by missiles
with a special charge.

Neutralization and harassment of personel and combat are the main
missions when firing missiles with conventional charges.
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Depending on the nature of the target and the fire mission,
missile artillery can deliver fire by missiles with conventional
charges, with all batteries involved simultaneously or with a short
time interval; methodical fire, in which an alloted nunber of
missiles are launched in a given time (intervals of time between
launchings of missiles must be irregular and nay range from several
tens of minutes to several hours); and also fire combining these
types of fire.

The call for previously prepared fire, is carried out by the
artillery cresmnder in accordance with previously given orders. In
calling for fire, brief. previously agre upon cemids are necWseary,
cmprehensible both to the sender and to the receiver. An iemple of
this may be the crmand transmitted by technical means of rommnioation:
"AK7RD" (the group cal.sign of artillery headquarters for missile artill-
ery), "YU P R (the designation of fire), "FIRS" (000).

Having received such a comnena, the brigade cmendaf"g officer
transmits it to the battalions, for which he calls the groep call -
sign of the brigade, or when the call is for some battalions, only
the callsigns of those battalions which are taking part in the
delivery of fire. For example: "GMt3A" (the group callsign of
the brigade) or "DSA, "SUA" (callsigns of battalions called on),

The assignment of fire missions of missile artillery during
the course of an operation, depeding on the time & 1ailabl , may
be given verbally or by written combpt order, and also by the
transmittal of crmanda by technical means of commicatian.

A decision by the artillery craner on the ausber of
battalions (batterie") taking pert in carrying out the missions,
and the determination of the method of delivering fire sad
expenditure of missiles precedes the call for fire in this
instance.

When assigning fire missions during the course of an opera-
tion, the artillery comander or his headquarters indicates:

- the nature of the ;arget, its size along the front and in depth;
- which brigades (battalions, batteries) are being called on to

carry out the fire mission;
- the designation of the area of fire or target "nber;
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- the coordina yes of the point (points) of aim or coordinates
of the target (the center of the area or of the sector of
fire), the height of the target and expenditure of missiles;

- the time of opening fire (the time of readiness);
- duration of delivery of fire.

Such an easignment of missions may also be given by sending a special
enciphered order by technical means of cemnication.

issile artillery fire is called for much more simply and
quickly by brief cmmands worked out previously.

It is advisable to provide for the assignment of fire missisns
during the course of the operation according to three alternatives:

1. It is intended to deliver fire by all brigades
(battalions, batteries) on one aiming point.

2. It. is intended to deliver fire by brigades (battalions,
batteries) on several points of aim, but at the
headquarters of the brigades and battalions there
are no aerial photographs, large-scale maps of the
target area, or descriptions of the target.

3. It is intended to- deliver fire by brigades (battalions,
batteries) on several points of aim, and at the
Deadquarters of the brigades (battalions) there
are aerial photographs or large-ocale maps and
descriptions of the target,

Examples of ccmnanan are given below for the assiganent of missions
to missile artillery by the emeander (by the. headquarters) of
artillery.

When calling for fire of brigades (battalions), the group call-
sign of the artillery of the frnt for missile artillery and
prearranged code names (callsign) of brigades (battalions) calsd
on to deliver fire, are given in the comand. With a simltaneous
assignaent of fire missions to several brigades (battalions),
cmands relating to f ndividual fire units are given, as a rule,
after giving the general part of the cMand, indicated by the call-
sign of the fire unit to vham this part of the comand refers.

The nature of the target is indicated by the words: "CCEEMSATION
(TRwopS", "AINFIEL1, "RAILWAY JUNCTIOi, etc. Coordinates and
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height of target are transmitted izznediately on their determination,
so that the sequence of commands being given may not be continuous.
When transmitting dimensions of the target the vords 'mont and "depth"
are not given, for example: "3000 by 2000" (3000 m - front and
2000 m - depth of target).

The number of battalions (batteries) called on to deliver fire
are given in the crmmand by a nunber following the call-sign; for
example: "D" - BY TRm, "VIBLA" - BY TWO. In the event-of a
call for fire by all battalions of the brigade (batteries in a
battalion), the number of subunite called on need not be given.

The expenditure of missiles is allotted for each brigade
(battalion) and also the type of missile is indicated by a special
prearranged cipher.

For opening fire the command "FIWr is given, and when it is
necessary to open fire simultaneosly, a pr1eminary command is
given: "PEAEE FOR LAUEfIEA8", - and after rediness hes been
reported - "FIBi".

If an inediate opening of fire is not required, then the
emnmd is given: "BKADTWR5 AT S0 MARY WBIM" or "REM AT

80 MARY BOUS, FIE C. ME A BIGNAL". In theae instancss the
comander of artillery gives the cnds fmAM OR IUtUEIE"
and "'FIRE" in accordance with the time set.

The delivery of fire is discontinned on the ~menda "MC" or
on the expenditure of the allotted nmber of missiles.

Let u's eamine several exai)les of calls for the fire of missile
artillery.

Example 1. The cender of art'illery of a front, having
received the instruction of .the cramnder of front troops to
neutralze an enemy airfield (target No. 111) by missiles with
conventional charges, has decided for this purpose to employ five
battalions, concentrating their fire on one point of aim. Th call-
signs of the brigades are "D" and 'NIVA". On the basis of the
decision taken and the fortulated fire plan, the m-mas are given:
'DOM, "EYA, ATTErIO: 'DO" - BY T E, "EVA - 3! TM. AIWIED ,
TAR= Ill, X n ... Y ... EIMN 120. 3000 by 2000. EDEDl :
"Don - 9, 'EVA - 6. "DW B"AnaT - yTHDICAL FIE, PDI-
TuBs - 4, EADIWS 2300 10/8.
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Example 2. The commander of artillery of a front has made a
decision to employ two brigades for neutrali zing an enemy concentratica.
The task is being carried out by missiles with conventional charges
with a distribution of fire on three polits of aim. In the headquarters
of the brigades and battalions there are no aerial photographs,
large-scale maps, or descriptions of the target. The callsigns of
the brigades are "VISLA" and "DEPi . The area of concentration of
fire is * LUA".

The artillery headquarters determines the coordinates of the
points of aim, their heights, the number of battalions employed on
each point of aim, and the expenditure of missiles, after which the
ccnanad is given: "VISA", "DEKPRt ATTMTIONI' CONCENTRATION OF
TB0PS. "LURA, "VISLA - EY TWO, X a ... Y :... BEIG] 240,
EPENDITURE 12. "VISLA", "DEPr - singly, I ... Y= ... HEIGW
200, EXPENDIftJRE: "VIBIA"- 6, "DEPE - 6, " DEPR" - BI TWO, X =
Y ... HEIG 190, EXENDITURE 12. EADINSS 1600 7/7.

Example 3. The. cmnander of artillery of a front bas decided to
give a missile brigade the mission of neutralizing .an enemy railway
junction (Target No. 502) by missiles with conventional charges. At
the headquarters of the tbrigade and battalions there are serial
photographs and descriptions of this objective, and the brigade
commander can himself determine the method of yirg out the mission.

In this case the crmnand may look approximately as follows-
"DO" (the callsign of the brigade), AdTTNTI('. RAILWAY JOECTION..
TAP3= NO. 502. NEMBALIR' EXENDITURE 36, BBADIK=S 1200 10/8;
CEASE FIRE 2000 10/8.

Having received such a cmnand, the brigade cm ander forwalates
a fire plan end gives ccumnds to those directly carrying it out.

The moat important problems of fire control of missile artillery
are the adjustment of its fire and the checking of the results of firing.

The mission of adjustment of fire is the matching of the center of
dispersion of missiles with the selected point of aim. The correction
of the range and the direction of fire are determ.ned by the results of
the first shots, the number of which must be not less than three.

The determination of the position of the ispact points of
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missiles may be effected by aircraft and radio sets checking
(stantsiya radiokontrolya) trajectories (for a specific type of
missile).

With these same means, checling is also carried out on the
results of firing, the mission of which is the &etermination of
how the fire mission has been carried out, whether the given degree
of destruction of the target has been achieved, and what measures
it is necessary to take for its fulfilment.

Fire adjustment and checking the results of firing by aircraft
are carried out by visual observation and the aerial survey method.

The aerial survey method of adjusting fire and checking the
results of firing consists of photographing the target area at the
mment of burst of the missile (several missiles), or after the
shots (all the firing).

The organisation of the coordination, of missile artillery with
spotter aircraft (samolet-korrektirovshch,*k) is carried out by the
crcmeand.ng officers of brigades and battalions under the direction
of artillery headquarters.

When adjusting fire, the working out of data and the deter-
uinatiou of the deviation of the impact points of missiles from
the aiming points is carried out by battalion headquarters. The
adjustment of fire and checking the results of fire are effected
according-to the results of the determination of thie position of
the Ipact points of these missiles.

The crmanding officer of a missile large unit (unit) must
determine the most efficient ways of adjusting fire and checking
the results of firing on each target, based on the conditions of
the situation and the resources, available.

In a number of instances, especially vhen destroying the most
important enemy objectives, the artillery headquaters of a front
(army) mr organize the checking of the results of firing of the
missile artillery.

It should be taken into account that sometimes a situation
may arise in which it is impossible to carry out adjustment of fire.

For exasmle, adjustment of fire by aircraft may be rendered
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impossible by e. strong antiaircraft defense system. Iri this case,
one has to limit oneself to carrying out a, chcck of the results of

firing.

When destroying several enem. objectives, it is sufficient to
carry out the adjustment of fire only, not carrying out a check of
the results of firing. For exavple, when carrying out harassing.
fire on an objective of medium size, it is important to determine
the position of the central point of impact of the missiles, and the
result of the firing will be determined by the subsequent manifesta-
tion of activity in the objective.

It is advisable to proceed from the order of firing at each
objective when determining the methods of adjusting fire and checking
the results of firing by aircraft.

When organizing adjustment and checking of firing, artillery

headquarters must plan the operations of spotter-aircraft, and
make a request to the air army for correction of fire and checking
of the results of firing by reconnaissance aircraft on those
objectives for which there is a lack of spotter aircraft.

At the same time, the following matters must be agrees upon
with aviation:

- the time of firing by missile artillery against objectives
and the time of bomber aircraft operations;

- the time of adjustment of fire and checking of firing;
- the necessary forces and means for adjustment of fire and

checking the results of firing;
- the prohibited zone for flights of our aircraft in the period

of firing on the objective,

When organizing the checking of the results of firing it is
necessary to provide the measures for additional destruction of the
objectives in case it should turn out that the missile artillery has
not carried out some allotted mission.

The reasons for non-fulfilment of tasks may consist of the
following:

In spite of calculations, an ineufficient quantity of missiles
has hit the vulnerable elements of the target, or the percentage of
the destroyed target area has proved to be less than expected; the
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enemy, by destroying the combat formations of the missile artillery,
disrupted the continuation of firing against the objective or
completely disrupted al. firing on a given objective; during the
process of firing or imediately before it, it is discovered that
the importance of the enemy objective fro an operational or combat
point of view has increased so much that it requires further
destruction.

In all these instances additional firing should be org-nized t
by missile artillery both by the use of missiles from the reserve
and by taking all or part of the missiles allocated for the destruc-
tion of objectives of secondary importance.
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